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Abstract 
We give a formula for the characteristic polynomial of the derived graph covering of a graph 
with voltages in any finite group. 
Graphs treated here are finite simple graphs. Let G be a graph and A(G) its 
adjacency matrix. Then the characteristic polynomial @(G;A) of G is defined by 
@(G; A) = det(AZ - A(G)). The eigenvalues of A(G) are called the eigenualues of G. 
Schwenk [6] studied relations between the characteristic polynomials of some related 
graphs. Kitamura and Nihei [4] discussed the structure of regular double coverings of 
graphs by using their eigenvalues. Chae et al. [2] gave the complete computations of 
the characteristic polynomials of Kz (or K2)-bundles over graphs. Kwak and Lee [S] 
computed the characteristic polynomial of a graph bundle when its voltage assign- 
ment takes in an abelian group. Sohn and Lee [7] introduced weighted graph bundles 
and showed that the characteristic polynomial of a weighted Kz(I?,)-bundles over 
a weighted graph G, can be expressed as a product of characteristic polynomials of 
two weighted graphs whose underlying graphs are G. Furthermore, they gave the 
signature of a link whose corresponding weighted graph is a double covering of that of 
a given link. In this paper, we establish an explicit decomposition formula for the 
characteristic polynomial of the derived graph covering of a graph with voltages in 
any finite group. 
Let D(G) be the arc set of the symmetric digraph corresponding to G and r a finite 
group. Then a mapping a: D( G) + r is called an ordinary voltage assignment if 
a( u, u) = a( u, u)- ’ for each (u, u) E D(G). The pair (G, a) is called an ordinary ooltuge 
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graph. The derived graph G” of the ordinary voltage graph (G, a) is defined as follows: 
f’(G”)= V(G)xf, E(G”)cE(G)xr, 
and (u, g), (II, h) are adjacent in G” if and only if uv E E(G) and h = ga(u, u). The graph 
G” is called a derived graph covering of G with voltages in I’. 
For propositions concerning the representation of groups the reader is referred to 
[l]. For a square matrix B, we define @(B; 1) := det(ll - B). 
The block diagonal sum MI + ... .+ M, of square matrices MI, . . . , M, is defined as 
the square matrix 
If Ml=...= M,, = Nt, M,,, = ..a = MO,+., = N2, . . . . MS-rrl+I = ..a = MS = Nt, 
we write MliMZi...+M,=aloNliaz~Nzi...ia,oN,. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph, r a$nite group and a: D(G) + r an ordinary voltage 
assignment. Furthermore, let p1 = 1, p2, . . . . Ph be the irreducible representations of r, 
and f;. the degree of pi for each i, where fi = 1. For g E r, the matrix A, is defined as 
follows: 
A B = (a@)) 
Cej _ 1 
U” 9 au0 - 
if a(u,o) = g and (u,v) E D(G), 
0 otherwise. 
Then one has 
where Q, is the Kronecker product of matrices. 
Proof. Set V(G) = { ur, . . . , v,} and r = {gr = 1, g2, . . . , g,}. Arrange the vertices of 
G” in m blocks; 
(UI,l), ..*, (li.,l);(U1,92),...,(V”,92);...;(u1,9~n),...,(Un,9m). 
For g E r, the matrix P, = (pij) is defined as follows: 
I 1 if gig = gj, Pij = 0 otherwise. 
Then we have 
A(G’) = 1 I’, @ A,. 
Cl@ 
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Let p be the right regular representation of r. Then we have p(g) = P, for g E r. 
Furthermore there exists a regular matrix P such that 
P-‘p(g)P=(1)/f~~p2(g)/.~./fh~ph(s) foreachgEF. 
Putting 
B=(P-‘@Z,)A(G”)(P@ZI,) 
we have 
B = 1 ((l)ifiop2(g)/.../fhoph(s)} @.& 
!M 
Therefore it follows that 
~(G”;~)=~(B;~)=~(G;I) fi 
fj 
. 0 
j=2 
Corollary 2. @(G; A)) @( GV). 
Let G be a graph, F a finite abelian group and F* the character group of F. For the 
mapping f: D(G) + r*, a pair G/ = (G,f) is called a weighted graph. Given any 
weighted graph G,, the adjacency matrix A( G,) = ( a/,““) of G, is the square matrix of 
order 1 V(G) 1 defined by 
a/ ,uv = G” 3% VI. 
The characteristic polynomial of GJ is that of its adjacency matrix, and is denoted 
@(GJ;A) CTI. 
Corollary 3. Let a be an ordinary voltage assignment on a graph G in afinite abelian 
group r. Then 
@(G”; A) = l-j @(G,,,; A). 
XEI-’ 
Proof. Each irreducible representation of I’ is a linear representation, and these 
constitute the character group r*. By Theorem 1, we have 
Since xgX(g)Ag = A(G,,,), it follows that 
@(G”;l) = n @(G,,,;II). 17 
XM* 
Corollary 4 (Chae et al. [2, Theorem 43; Kitamura and Nihei [4, Theorem 11). Let 
u be an ordinary voltage assignment on a graph G in the group Z2 = (1, - 1). Then 
Qr(G”;l) = @(G;A.)@(G,;A). 
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Proof. By Corollary 3, we have 
@(G=;l) = @(G;1)@(G,,,;L), 
where x(1) = 1 and x( - 1) = - l.Since(~~or)(u,v)=cr(u,v)foreach(u,u)~D(G),it 
follows that ~0 a = a. 0 
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